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Abstract
This paper presents an analytical and numerical study of the homogenization problem of
suspensions of vacuous bubbles in viscoelastic rubber subject to finite quasistatic deforma-
tions. The focus is on the elementary case of bubbles that are initially equiaxed in shape
and isotropically distributed in space and on isotropic incompressible rubber with Gaus-
sian elasticity and constant viscosity. From an analytical point of view, asymptotic solutions
are worked out in the limits: i) of small deformations, ii) of finite deformations that are
applied either infinitesimally slowly or infinitely fast, and iii) when the rubber loses its
ability to store elastic energy and reduces to a Newtonian fluid. From a numerical point of
view, making use of a recently developed scheme based on a conforming Crouzeix-Raviart
finite-element discretization of space and a high-order accurate explicit Runge-Kutta dis-
cretization of time, sample solutions are worked out for suspensions of initially spherical
bubbles of the same (monodisperse) size under a variety of loading conditions. Consistent
with a recent conjecture of Ghosh et al. (J. Mech. Phys. Solids 155:104544, 2021), the
various asymptotic and numerical solutions indicate that the viscoelastic response of the
suspensions features the same type of short-range-memory behavior — in contrast with the
generally expected long-range-memory behavior — as that of the underlying rubber, with
the distinctive differences that their effective elasticity is compressible and their effective
viscosity is compressible and nonlinear. By the same token, the various solutions reveal a
simple yet accurate analytical approximation for the macroscopic viscoelastic response of
the suspensions under arbitrary finite quasistatic deformations.
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1 Introduction

This paper is the second in a series started in [1] aimed at the study of a fundamental prob-
lem in mechanics that, in spite of its ever-increasing practical relevance, has remained terra
incognita: the homogenization of nonlinear viscoelastic composite materials undergoing fi-
nite quasistatic deformations. Whereas the work in [1] focused on isotropic suspensions of
rigid inclusions in isotropic incompressible rubber featuring Gaussian elasticity and constant
viscosity, the work here focuses on isotropic suspensions of vacuous bubbles in the same el-
ementary type of rubber. Much like in [1], attention is also restricted to equiaxed bubbles,
that is, bubbles that initially are roughly spherical in shape but not necessarily smooth or
without a slightly preferred direction.

The organization of the paper is as follows. After formulating the pertinent homogeniza-
tion problem in Sect. 2, we devote Sects. 3 through 5 to working out analytical solutions
in several asymptotic limits of physical significance. Specifically, Sect. 3 is devoted to the
limit of small deformations, Sect. 4 to the limit of finite deformations that are applied ei-
ther infinitesimally slowly or “infinitely” fast, and Sect. 5 to the limit when the underlying
rubber matrix does not store elastic energy and reduces to a Newtonian fluid. In Sect. 6,
we make use of the scheme recently introduced in [1] to generate numerical solutions for
suspensions of initially spherical bubbles of monodisperse size under a variety of loading
conditions suitably selected so as to reveal the defining attributes of the macroscopic re-
sponse of such suspensions. With direct guidance from the asymptotic solutions in Sects. 3
through 5 and the computational solutions in Sect. 6, we propose in Sect. 7 a general ana-
lytical approximate solution for arbitrary finite quasistatic deformations. We close in Sect. 8
by summarizing and putting into perspective the results presented throughout the paper.

2 The Problem

2.1 Microscopic or Local Description of the Suspensions

Initial Configuration and Kinematics Consider a body made of bubbles embedded in a
rubber matrix that in its initial configuration, at time t = 0, occupies the open domain
�0 ⊂ R

3, with boundary ∂�0. Denote by �
(m)

0 the subdomain occupied by the matrix and
by �

(b)

0 = �0 \ �
(m)

0 that occupied collectively by the bubbles. We identify material points
in the body by their initial position vector X ∈ �0 and denote by θb(X) the characteristic or
indicator function describing the spatial locations occupied by the bubbles in �0, that is,

θb(X) =
{

1 if X ∈ �
(b)

0
0 otherwise.

(1)

For later use, we also introduce the notation

f0 := 1

|�0|
∫

�0

θb(X)dX = |�(b)

0 |
|�0|

for the initial volume fraction of bubbles in the suspension.
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Fig. 1 Schematics of a suspension of bubbles in a viscoelastic rubber matrix in its initial undeformed config-
uration �0 at time t = 0 and in a deformed configuration �(t) at a later time t ∈ (0, T ]

In response to boundary conditions to be described below, at a time t ∈ (0, T ], the po-
sition vector X of a material point may occupy a new position x specified by an invertible
mapping y from �0 to the current configuration �(t) ⊂R

3. We write

x = y(X, t)

and the associated deformation gradient and Lagrangian velocity fields at X and t as

F(X, t) = ∇y(X, t) = ∂y
∂X

(X, t) and V(X, t) = ẏ(X, t) = ∂y
∂t

(X, t).

Throughout, we shall use the “dot” notation to denote the material time derivative (i.e., with
X held fixed) of field quantities. Figure 1 presents a schematic of the body under consider-
ation in its initial undeformed configuration �0 at time t = 0 and in an arbitrary deformed
configuration �(t) at a later time t ∈ (0, T ].

Constitutive Behavior of the Rubber The focus of this paper is on the basic case of viscoelas-
tic rubber with Gaussian elasticity and constant viscosity under isothermal conditions. Pre-
cisely, making use of the powerful two-potential formalism [2–4], the constitutive behavior
of the rubber is expediently characterized by the two thermodynamic potentials

ψm(F,Fv) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

μm

2
[I1 − 3]︸ ︷︷ ︸

ψ
Eq
m (F)

+ νm

2

[
I e

1 − 3
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψ

NEq
m

(
FFv−1

)
if J = 1

+∞ otherwise

(2)

and

φm(F,Fv, Ḟv) =
⎧⎨
⎩

1

2
ḞvFv−1 · [2ηmK ḞvFv−1] if tr

(
ḞvFv−1) = 0

+∞ otherwise,
(3)

where ψm and φm stand, respectively, for the free energy and dissipation potential describing
how the rubber stores and dissipates energy through elastic and viscous deformation. In
these expressions, the second-order tensor Fv is an internal variable of state that describes
roughly the “viscous part” of the deformation gradient F,

I1 = F · F = tr C, J = det F = √
det C, I e

1 = FFv−1 · FFv−1 = tr
(
CCv−1)

,
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Fig. 2 Rheological
representation of rubber

where C = FT F denotes the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, Cv = FvT Fv ,

Kijkl = 1

2

(
δikδjl + δilδjk − 2

3
δij δkl

)
(4)

stands for the (components1 of the) standard deviatoric orthogonal projection tensor, the
usual notation (K ḞvFv−1)ij = Kijkl Ḟ

v
kpF v

pl
−1 for a fourth-order tensor acting on a second-

order tensor is employed, and μm ≥ 0, νm ≥ 0, ηm ≥ 0 are material constants.
The interested reader is referred to [4] for a complete account of the two-potential frame-

work as it pertains to rubber. Here, we merely recall that the model (2)–(3) can be thought
of as the classical Zener or standard solid model [5] suitably generalized to account for
the constitutive and geometric nonlinearities inherent to the setting of finite deformations.
More specifically, as schematically depicted by the rheological representation in Fig. 2, the
function ψ

Eq
m in (2) characterizes the Gaussian elastic energy storage in the rubber at states

of thermodynamic equilibrium, whereas ψ
NEq
m characterizes the additional Gaussian elas-

tic energy storage at non-equilibrium states (i.e., the part of the energy that gets dissipated
eventually). On the other hand, the parameter ηm in (3) characterizes the constant viscosity
of the rubber.

Constitutive Behavior of the Bubbles Furthermore, the focus is on the equally basic class
of vacuous bubbles. Such a limiting constitutive behavior can also be conveniently cast
within the two-potential formalism. In this case, the free energy and dissipation potential
read trivially as

ψb = 0 and φb = 0. (5)

Pointwise Constitutive Behavior of the Suspension Given the characteristic function (1) for
the bubbles and the free energies (2), (5)1 and dissipation potentials (3), (5)2 for the rubber
and the bubbles, the pointwise free energy and dissipation potential for the suspension can
be compactly written as

ψ(X,F,Fv) = (1 − θb(X))ψm(F,Fv) and φ(X,F,Fv, Ḟv) = (1 − θb(X))φm(F,Fv, Ḟv).

It then follows that the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S at any material point X ∈ �0 and
time t ∈ [0, T ] reads

S(X, t) = ∂ψ

∂F
(X,F,Fv), (6)

1Throughout, the components of all tensorial quantities are referred to the laboratory Cartesian frame of
reference {ei } i = 1,2,3 and the summation convention is employed.
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where Fv is implicitly defined by the evolution equation

⎧⎨
⎩

∂ψ

∂Fv
(X,F,Fv) + ∂φ

∂Ḟv
(X,F,Fv, Ḟv) = 0

Fv(X,0) = I.
(7)

Upon direct use of the expressions (2), (3), (5) and some algebraic manipulation, it further
follows that the pointwise constitutive response (6)–(7) of the suspension takes the more
explicit form

S(X, t) = (1 − θb(X))
[
μmF − pF−T + νmFCv−1]

, (8)

where p is the arbitrary hydrostatic pressure associated with the incompressibility constraint
of the rubber matrix and Cv is defined by the evolution equation

⎧⎨
⎩

Ċv(X, t) = νm

ηm

[
C − 1

3

(
C · Cv−1)Cv

]

Cv(X,0) = I.
(9)

Here, it is important to note that the dependence on the internal variable Fv enters (8) and
(9) only through the symmetric combination Cv = FvT Fv .

Remark 1 The pointwise constitutive behavior (8)–(9) contains two important limiting cases.
The first one, which corresponds to setting the rubber viscosity either to ηm = 0 or ηm →
+∞, is that of a suspension of bubbles in a Gaussian elastic solid. The second one, which
corresponds to setting the equilibrium and non-equilibrium rubber moduli to μm = 0 and
νm → +∞, is that of a suspension of bubbles in a Newtonian fluid.

To see the specialization to the elastic solid limiting case, note that when ηm = 0, the
solution to the evolution equation (9) is simply Cv = C and the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress
tensor (8) reduces, with a slight abuse of notation, to S(X, t) = (1 − θb(X))[μmF − pF−T ].
Similarly, when ηm → +∞, the solution to the evolution equation (9) is Cv = I + O(η−1

m )

and the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor (8) reduces to S(X, t) = (1−θb(X))[(μm+νm)F−
pF−T ].

On the other hand, to see the specialization to the viscous fluid limiting case, note
that when μm = 0 and νm → +∞, the solution to the evolution equation (9) is given
Cv = C + ν−1

m (−ηmĊ + p1C) + O(ν−2
m ) and the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor (8) re-

duces to S(X, t) = (1 − θb(X))[ηm(ḞF−1F−T + F−T ḞT F−T ) − qF−T ]; in these last two ex-
pressions, p1 and q are arbitrary hydrostatic pressures associated with the incompressibility
constraint of the rubber matrix. Accordingly, the Cauchy stress tensor T = SFT specializes
to T(x, t) = (1 − χb(x))[2ηmD − qI], where D = 1/2(ḞF−1 + F−T ḞT ) is the rate of defor-
mation tensor and χb(y(X, t)) = θb(X) is the characteristic function describing the spatial
locations occupied by the bubbles in the deformed configuration �(t).

2.2 Macroscopic or Homogenized Response

In the sequel, we wish to restrict attention to suspensions when initially, at time t = 0, the
bubbles are distributed isotropically throughout the rubber and are of equiaxed shape and
of much smaller size than the size of the body. Such suspensions are expected to behave
macroscopically as homogeneous isotropic materials. Their macroscopic or homogenized
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response can be defined as the relation between the history of the volume average of the first
Piola-Kirchhoff stress

{S(t), t ∈ [0, T ]} , S(t) := 1

|�0|
∫

�0

S(X, t)dX (10)

and the history of the volume average of the deformation gradient

{F(t), t ∈ [0, T ]} , F(t) := 1

|�0|
∫

�0

F(X, t)dX (11)

when they are subjected to affine boundary conditions [6, 7].
For affine deformations, when F(t) is prescribed, the problem amounts to solving the

initial-boundary-value problem
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Div
[
(1 − θb(X))

(
μm∇y − p∇y−T + νm∇yCv−1)] = 0, (X, t) ∈ �0 × [0, T ]

det∇y = 1, (X, t) ∈ �
(m)

0 × [0, T ]
y(X, t) = F(t)X, (X, t) ∈ ∂�0 × [0, T ]
y(X,0) = X, X ∈ �0

(12)
coupled with the evolution equation

⎧⎨
⎩

Ċv(X, t) = νm

ηm

[
∇yT ∇y − 1

3

(∇yT ∇y · Cv−1)Cv

]
, (X, t) ∈ �

(m)

0 × [0, T ]
Cv(X,0) = I, X ∈ �

(m)

0

(13)

for the deformation field y(X, t), the pressure field p(X, t), and the internal variable
Cv(X, t), and then computing the resulting history of the macroscopic stress (10).

It is worth noting that equation (12)1 is nothing more than balance of linear momen-
tum, Div S = 0, specialized to the constitutive behavior (8) in the absence of inertia and
body forces. By virtue of the material frame indifference of the thermodynamic potentials
(2), (3), and (5), balance of angular momentum, SFT = FST , is automatically satisfied; see
Sect. 2.1 in [4]. Withal, the nonlinear initial-boundary-value problem (12)–(13) does not
generally admit analytical solutions and hence must be solved numerically. In a recent con-
tribution, as alluded to above, Ghosh et al. [1] have introduced a robust scheme based on a
finite-element (FE) discretization of space and a finite-difference discretization of time for
such a class of problems. In Sect. 6 below, we make use of this scheme to generate numer-
ical solutions to (12)–(13) for suspensions of initially spherical bubbles of monodisperse
size under a variety of loading conditions. Preceding those, in Sects. 3, 4, 5, we work out
insightful asymptotic solutions in several limits of physical significance that allow for ana-
lytical treatment, namely, the limits of: (i) small deformations, (ii) finite deformations for
slow and fast deformation rates, and (iii) finite deformations in the absence of storage of
elastic energy when the rubber reduces to a Newtonian fluid.

3 The Homogenized Response in the Small-Deformation Limit

As anticipated above, one of a handful of limiting regimes in which the macroscopic re-
sponse of the suspension of bubbles can be worked out analytically is that of small deforma-
tions when ||F(t) − I|| → 0. In such a limit, the nonlinear viscoelasticity problem (12)–(13)
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reduces asymptotically to one of linear viscoelasticity that can be solved in terms of a single
linear elastostatics problem. The calculations go as follows.

As a first step, introduce the macroscopic deformation measure H(t) = F(t) − I together
with the ansatz

y(X, t) = X + u(X, t) + O(||H(t)||2) with ui(X, t) = �ijk(X, t)Hjk(t),

p(X, t) = μm + νm + p0(X, t) + O(||H(t)||2) with p0(X, t) = �jk(X, t)Hjk(t),

Cv(X, t) = I + Hv(X, t) + HvT
(X, t) + O(||H(t)||2) with Hv

ij (X, t) = ϒijkl(X, t)Hkl(t)

(14)

for the solution to (12)–(13) in the limit as ||H(t)|| → 0. Note that the tensors �, �, ϒ
are concentration tensors quantifying the linearity of the fields in the applied boundary data
H(t).

On substitution of (14), to leading O(||H(t)||), the governing equations (12)–(13) reduce
to the initial-boundary-value problem

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Div
[
(1 − θb(X))

(
μm(∇u + ∇uT ) − p0I + νm

(∇u + ∇uT − Hv − HvT
))] = 0,

(X, t) ∈ �0 × [0, T ]
tr∇u = 0, (X, t) ∈ �

(m)

0 × [0, T ]
u(X, t) = H(t)X, (X, t) ∈ ∂�0 × [0, T ]
u(X,0) = 0, X ∈ �0

(15)

coupled with the evolution equation
⎧⎨
⎩

Ḣv(X, t) = νm

ηm
[∇u − Hv] , (X, t) ∈ �

(m)

0 × [0, T ]
Hv(X,0) = 0, X ∈ �

(m)

0

(16)

for the displacement field u(X, t), the pressure field p0(X, t), and the internal variable
Hv(X, t).

Now, the linear system of ordinary differential equations (16) admits the simple explicit
solution

Hv(X, t) =
∫ t

0

e− t−τ
τm

τm
∇u(X, τ )dτ, τm := ηm

νm
, (17)

which prompts the introduction of the initial relaxation modulus for the suspension

L(X, t) = (1 − θb(X))Lm(t) with Lm(t) = 2
(
μm + νme

− t
τm

)
K

and, in turn, the rewrite of equations (15)–(16) in the compact hereditary-integral-type form
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Div

[∫ t

−∞
L(X, t − τ)

∂∇u
∂τ

(X, τ )dτ − (1 − θb(X))p0I
]

= 0, (X, t) ∈ �0 × [0, T ]
tr∇u = 0, (X, t) ∈ �

(m)

0 × [0, T ]
u(X, t) = H(t)X, (X, t) ∈ ∂�0 × [0, T ]
u(X,0) = 0, X ∈ �0,

(18)
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where we recall that K stands for the deviatoric orthogonal projection tensor (4) and it is
tacitly assumed that u(X, t) = 0 for t < 0.

Next, applying the standard one-sided Laplace transform L{f(t)} = f̂(s) = ∫ ∞
0 f(t)e−st dt

to equations (18) yields
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Div
[
L̃(X, s)∇û(X, s) − (1 − θb(X))p̂0I

] = 0, X ∈ �0

tr∇û = 0, X ∈ �
(m)

0

û(X, s) = Ĥ(s)X, X ∈ ∂�0

û(X,0) = 0, X ∈ �0,

(19)

where

L̃(X, s) =sL̂(X, s) = (1 − θb(X)) sL̂m(s) = (1 − θb(X))2

(
μm + νmτms

1 + τms

)
K.

Save for the parametric dependence on the Laplace variable s of the modulus L̃(X, s), as
expected, the governing equations (19) in the Laplace domain for the fields û(X, s) and
p̂0(X, s) are of identical mathematical structure as the governing equations for the displace-
ment and pressure fields in a linear elastic composite material with the same two-phase
microstructure as the viscoelastic suspension. What is more, the dependence on the Laplace
variable s can be factored out to conclude that the displacement and pressure fields solution
of (19) are of the separable form

ûi (X, s) = �ikl(X)Ĥkl(s) and p̂0(X, s) = �ij (X)Ĥij (s), (20)

where the concentration tensors �(X) and �(X) are solution of the s-independent linear
elastostatics problem

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂

∂Xj

[
(1 − θb(X))

(
Kijmn

∂�mkl

∂Xn

(X) − 1

2
δij�kl(X)

)]
= 0, X ∈ �0

∂�mkl

∂Xm

(X) = 0, X ∈ �
(m)

0

�ikl(X) = δikXl, X ∈ ∂�0.

(21)

It immediately follows from the separable solution (20) with (21) in the Laplace domain
that the history of the macroscopic stress (10) in the time domain is given by

S(t) =
∫ t

−∞
L(t − τ)

∂H

∂τ
(τ )dτ + O

(||H||2) with

L(t) = 2
(
μ + νe

− t
τK

)
K+ 3

(
κ + �e

− t
τJ

)
J , (22)

where, again, K stands for the deviatoric orthogonal projection tensor (4),

Jijkl = 1

3
δij δkl

denotes the volumetric orthogonal projection tensor, and where the six effective material
constants μ, κ , ν, � , τK, τJ are given by the expressions

μ = g(f0)μm, κ = h(f0)μm, ν = g(f0)νm, � = h(f0)νm, τK = τJ = τm (23)
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in terms of the material constants μm, νm, ηm of the rubber matrix and the microstructural
coefficients

g(f0) = 1

5|�0|
∫

�0

(1 − θb(X))Kklmn

∂�mkl

∂Xn

(X)dX and

h(f0) = − 1

3|�0|
∫

�0

(1 − θb(X))�kk(X)dX. (24)

Remark 2 The coefficients (24) depend, of course, not just on the initial volume fraction
f0 of the bubbles but on the entire characteristic function θb describing their initial shape,
relative size, and spatial distribution. We use f0 as their sole argument for notational sim-
plicity. Their computation requires the solution of the boundary-value problem (21) for the
concentration tensors �(X) and �(X). In general, this problem is only solvable numerically;
see, e.g., the Appendix in [8]. Howbeit, there are classes of suspensions of practical interest
that do admit analytical solutions for (24). By making combined use of various classes of
iterative techniques [9–12], as part of an analysis of the phenomenon of elastic cavitation in
rubber, Lopez-Pamies et al. [13, 14] constructed one such class of suspensions for which the
coefficients (24) simply read

g(f0) = 3(1 − f0)

3 + 2f0
and h(f0) = 4(1 − f0)

3f0
. (25)

It corresponds to a suspension of bubbles of abstract shape and infinitely many sizes dis-
tributed in a manner such that they can fill the entire space, thus its percolation at f0 = 1.
The attentive reader will note that the results (25) coincide identically with the correspond-
ing Hashin-Shtrikman (HS) upper bound [15]. Despite their exactness for a certain type of
abstract microstructure, recent numerical solutions [16] have shown that in fact the results
(25) remain accurately descriptive of isotropic suspensions of equiaxed vacuous bubbles at
large, regardless of the relative sizes of the bubbles to one another, for initial volume frac-
tions in the small-to-moderate range f0 ∈ [0,0.30]. In other words, the coefficients (24) are
fairly insensitive to the initial (equiaxed) shape, relative size, and (isotropic) spatial distribu-
tion of the bubbles up to about f0 = 0.30. In this regard and for later reference, we introduce
the notation

μHS = 3(1 − f0)

3 + 2f0
μm, κHS = 4(1 − f0)

3f0
μm,

νHS = 3(1 − f0)

3 + 2f0
νm, �HS = 4(1 − f0)

3f0
νm (26)

for the specialization of (23)1−4 to suspensions for which the coefficients g(f0) and h(f0)

are given by (25).

Remark 3 The macroscopic response (22) of the suspension is of the same functional form
as the response of the underlying rubber matrix, namely, an isotropic Zener viscoelastic
solid, albeit a compressible one due to the presence of the vacuous bubbles. To see this
more thoroughly, note that the hereditary-integral-type relation (22) can be rewritten as the
internal-variable-type relation

S(t) = 2μ

[
ε − 1

3
tr(ε) I

]
+ κ tr(ε) I + 2ν

[
ε − εv − 1

3
tr(ε − εv) I

]
+

� tr(ε − εv) I + O
(||H||2) , (27)
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where ε = 1/2(H+HT ) stands for the infinitesimal strain tensor, εv is a macroscopic internal
variable defined by the evolution equation

⎧⎨
⎩

ε̇v(t) = ν

ηK
(ε − εv) + 1

3

(
�

ηJ
− ν

ηK

)
tr(ε − εv) I

εv(0) = 0,

(28)

and where

ηK = g(f0)ηm and ηJ = h(f0)ηm (29)

denote the initial deviatoric and volumetric effective viscosities of the suspension. Note that
thanks to the equality �/ηJ = ν/ηK, the evolution equation (28) specializes to

⎧⎨
⎩

ε̇v(t) = ν

ηK
(ε − εv)

εv(0) = 0,

which is the same evolution equation as (17), but free of the incompressibility constraint.
Consistent with an observation of Hashin [21] and as discussed more generally in Sect. 9
of [1] and in Sect. 8 below, the reason why the homogenized response (22), or equivalently
(27)–(28), for suspensions of vacuous bubbles in rubber is — contrary to the general ex-
pectation [7, 22, 23] — of the same form as that of the underlying rubber matrix can be
attributed to the fact that there is only one relaxation mechanism in the suspensions, namely,
the shear relaxation of the rubber.

4 The Homogenized Response at Finite Deformations for Slow and Fast
Deformation Rates

Two other limiting regimes for which the macroscopic response of the suspension of bubbles
can be worked out analytically are those when the deformation is applied either infinites-
imally slowly or “infinitely” fast2 in time t . In both of these cases, as spelled out next,
the nonlinear viscoelasticity problem (12)–(13) reduces asymptotically to the same type of
problem in finite elastostatics.

4.1 The Limiting Case of Infinitesimally Slow Deformations

Consider first deformations that are applied slowly. To this end, without loss of generality,
take the macroscopic deformation gradient F(t) to be of the asymptotic form

F(t) = F0 + t−1F1 + O(t−2) (30)

in the limit as t → T = +∞. Here, F0 and F1 are constant second-order tensors of choice,
the former one describing a macroscopic deformation gradient that is applied infinitesimally
slowly.

2In the present context of quasistatic deformations, “infinitely” fast is meant in the usual sense of loading
conditions that are applied in a time scale that is much smaller than the characteristic relaxation time of the
problem (here, τm = ηm/νm), but still large enough that inertial effects can be neglected.
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Granted (30), we look for solutions to (12)–(13) of the asymptotic form

y(X, t) = y0(X) + t−1y1(X) + O(t−2),

p(X, t) = p0(X) + t−1p1(X) + O(t−2),

Cv(X, t) = Cv
0(X) + t−1Cv

1(X) + O(t−2) (31)

in the limit as t → +∞. On substitution of (31)3, noting that

Ċv = −t−2Cv
1 + O(t−3) and Cv−1 = Cv

0
−1 − t−1Cv

0
−1Cv

1Cv
0
−1 + O(t−2),

standard calculations suffice to solve equation (13) for the internal variable Cv(X, t) to lead-
ing order to determine that

Cv
0 = ∇yT

0 ∇y0.

In turn, on substitution of (31) alongside use of this last result, it is straightforward to deduce
that, to leading order, equations (12) simplify to the boundary-value problem

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Div
[
(1 − θb(X))

(
μm∇y0 − (p0 − νm)∇y−T

0

)] = 0, X ∈ �0

det∇y0 = 1, X ∈ �
(m)

0

y0(X) = F0X, X ∈ ∂�0

(32)

for the deformation field y0(X) and pressure field p0(X).
Equations (32) are nothing more than the governing equations for the homogenized elas-

tic response of a random isotropic suspension of vacuous bubbles, with characteristic func-
tion θb, embedded in a Gaussian rubber matrix with initial shear modulus μm. In a recent
contribution, Shrimali et al. [16] have worked out rigorous computational and analytical
solutions precisely for such a homogenization problem; see [17–20] for earlier analogous
results in 2D. They did so for a wide spectrum of characteristic functions θb, which guided
them to concoct a remarkably simple yet accurate approximate solution; see Remark 6 in
[16]. When applied to the problem of interest here, their result states that the macroscopic
stress (10) corresponding to a macroscopic deformation gradient F0 that is applied infinites-
imally slowly is accurately approximated by the formula

S(t) = 3(1 − f0)

3 + 2f0
μm F0 + μm

2

[
3 + 6J0 + 2f0(1 + 7J0)

(3 + 2f0)J
1/3
0

+ f
1/3
0 J0(4 − 5f0 − 4J0)

(J0 + f0 − 1)4/3

]
F−T

0

+ O(t−1), (33)

where J0 = det F0.

4.2 The Limiting Case of “Infinitely” Fast Deformations

Consider now an applied macroscopic deformation gradient of the form

F(t) = I +H(t) (F0 − I) (34)
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with H(t) denoting the Heaviside function

H(t) =
{

0 if t ≤ 0

1 if t > 0.
(35)

Clearly, this loading prescription corresponds to a macroscopic deformation gradient F0 that
is applied infinitely fast at t = 0+.

We are interested in solving (12)–(13) with (34) at time t = 0+. To that end, we look for
solutions of the form

y(X, t) = X + u0(X, t)H(t),

p(X, t) = μm + νm + p0(X, t)H(t),

Cv(X, t) = I + t Cv
1(X) + O(t2) (36)

and introduce the notation

y0(X) = y(X,0+) = X + u0(X,0+).

On substitution of (36)3, noting that

Ċv = Cv
1 + O(t) and Cv−1 = I − t Cv

1 + O(t2),

it is a simple matter to solve equation (13) for the internal variable Cv(X, t) to leading order
to determine that

Cv
1 = νm

ηm

[
∇yT

0 ∇y0 − 1

3
(∇y0 · ∇y0) I

]
.

Furthermore, making use of the ansatz (36), it follows that at t = 0+ equations (12) simplify
to the boundary-value problem

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Div
[
(1 − θb(X))

(
(μm + νm)∇y0 − (μm + νm + p0)∇y−T

0

)] = 0, X ∈ �0

det∇y0 = 1, X ∈ �
(m)

0

y0(X) = F0X, X ∈ ∂�0

(37)

for the deformation field y0(X) and pressure field p0(X,0+).
Once again, equations (37) are the governing equations for the homogenized elastic re-

sponse of a random isotropic suspension of vacuous bubbles, with characteristic function θb,
embedded this time in a Gaussian rubber matrix with initial shear modulus μm + νm. In line
with (33) hence, the macroscopic stress (10) corresponding to a macroscopic deformation
gradient F0 that is applied infinitely fast at t = 0+ is approximately given by the relation

S(t) = 3(1 − f0)

3 + 2f0
(μm + νm)F0+

μm + νm

2

[
3 + 6J0 + 2f0(1 + 7J0)

(3 + 2f0)J
1/3
0

+ f
1/3
0 J0(4 − 5f0 − 4J0)

(J0 + f0 − 1)4/3

]
F−T

0 + O(t), (38)

where, as above, J0 = det F0.
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5 The Homogenized Response at Finite Deformations in the Absence
of Storage of Elastic Energy

We now turn to the limiting regime when the rubber matrix loses its ability to store elastic
energy and reduces to a Newtonian fluid. As anticipated in Remark 1 above, such a regime
corresponds to the choice of material constants μm = 0 and νm → +∞. The resulting non-
linear viscoelasticity problem (12)–(13) specializes then to that of the homogenization of
the Stokes flow of an initially random isotropic suspension of vacuous bubbles in an incom-
pressible Newtonian fluid.

We begin by setting μm = 0 and considering solutions to (12)–(13) of the asymptotic
form

y(X, t) = y0(X, t) + ν−1
m y1(X, t) + O(ν−2

m ),

p(X, t) = νm + p0(X, t) + O(ν−1
m ),

Cv(X, t) = Cv
0(X, t) + ν−1

m Cv
1(X, t) + O(ν−2

m ) (39)

in the limit as νm → +∞. On substitution of (39)3, noting that

Ċv = Ċv
0 + ν−1

m Ċv
1 + O(ν−2

m ) and Cv−1 = Cv−1
0 − ν−1

m Cv−1
0 Cv

1Cv−1
0 + O(ν−2

m ),

standard calculations show that O(νm) and O(ν0
m) of the expansion of equation (13) yield

the solutions

Cv
0 = ∇yT

0 ∇y0 (40)

and

Cv
1 = −ηmĊv

0 + 1

3

(
Cv

1 · Cv
0
−1)Cv

0 + ∇yT
0 ∇y1 + ∇yT

1 ∇y0−
1

3

[(∇yT
0 ∇y1 + ∇yT

1 ∇y0

) · Cv
0
−1]Cv

0. (41)

Now, making direct use of the ansatz (39) together with the results (40), (41), and a
change of Lagrangian to Eulerian variables, the equation of leading O(ν0

m) emerging from
(12) reduces to the initial-boundary-value problem

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

div
[
(1 − χb(x))

(
ηm(∇xv + ∇xvT ) − qI

)] = 0, (x, t) ∈ �(t) × [0, T ]
tr∇v = 0, (x, t) ∈ �(m)(t) × [0, T ]
v(x, t) = Ḟ(t)F−1(t)x, (x, t) ∈ ∂�(t) × [0, T ]

(42)

for the velocity v (y0(X, t), t) = ẏ0(X, t) and pressure q(x, t) fields, where use has been
made of the notation χb(y0(X, t)) = θb(X) and ∇xv(x, t) = ∂v(x, t)/∂x.

Equations (42) are the governing equations for the homogenized viscous response of a
suspension of vacuous bubbles, with characteristic function χb, in an incompressible New-
tonian fluid with viscosity ηm under conditions of Stokes flow in the absence of surface
tension between the bubbles and the fluid. At any given fixed time t ∈ [0, T ], the problem
(42) is thus mathematically equivalent to the linear elastostatics problem (19) that arises in
the limit of small deformations. It then follows that the volume average

T(t) := 1

|�(t)|
∫

�(t)

T(x, t)dx
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of the pointwise Cauchy stress

T(x, t) = (1 − χb(x))
(
ηm(∇xv + ∇xvT ) − qI

)

over the current configuration �(t) is simply given by the effective relation

T(t) = MD, (43)

where D(t) = 1
2 (ḞF−1 +F−T Ḟ

T
) denotes the macroscopic rate of deformation tensor and M

stands for the effective viscosity tensor

Mijkl = ηm

|�(t)|
∫

�(t)

(1 − χb(x))

(
2Kijmn

∂γmkl

∂xn

(x) − δijσkl(x)

)
dx. (44)

In this last expression, in entire analogy with (21), γ (x) and σ (x) are the concentration
tensors solution of the linear “elastostatics” problem

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂

∂xj

[
(1 − χb(x))

(
Kijmn

∂γmkl

∂xn

(x) − 1

2
δij σkl(x)

)]
= 0, x ∈ �(t)

∂γmkl

∂xm

(x) = 0, x ∈ �(m)(t)

γikl(x) = δikxl, x ∈ ∂�(t).

In view of the result (43), by virtue of the connection S(t) = |�0|−1
∫

�0
S(X, t)dX =

|�(t)|−1
∫

�(t)
T(x, t) ∇xXT dx = J T(t)F−T between the macroscopic first Piola-Kirchhoff

and Cauchy stress tensors, it is a simple matter to conclude that the macroscopic stress (10)
is given asymptotically by

S(t) = J

2
M

(
ḞF−1F−T + F−T Ḟ

T
F−T

)
+ O(ν−1

m ) (45)

in the limit as μm = 0 and νm → +∞, where J = det F.

Remark 4 The first study of the problem (42) can be traced back to the work of Taylor
[24] in the 1930s. Since then, as outlined in several review articles throughout the past
four decades [25–27], significant progress has been made on all relevant theoretical, com-
putational, and experimental aspects; nevertheless, most studies have focused on particular
types of isochoric flows and not on flows involving changes in volume. At present, it is thus
well established that the response (45), or equivalently (43), is in general non-Newtonian.
This is because the effective viscosity tensor (44) is not a constant but rather a function of
the deformation history via the evolution in time of the characteristic function χb, which
encodes how all the bubbles in the suspension deform in space along the given loading path.

Irrespectively of how χb evolves in time, however, thanks to the variational character of
the governing equations, the effective viscosity tensor (44) can be bounded from above [28].
Precisely, regardless of the loading conditions, the effective viscosity tensor (44) is bounded
from above according to the Voigt bound

M ≤ MV = 2ηV
KK+3ηV

JJ with ηV
K = (1−f )ηm and ηV

J = +∞. (46)
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Furthermore, for loading conditions for which the suspension remains isotropic, (44) is
bounded from above according to the tighter HS bound

M ≤ MHS = 2ηHS
K K+ 3ηHS

J J with

ηHS
K = 3(1 − f )

3 + 2f
ηm and ηHS

J = 4(1 − f )

3f
ηm. (47)

In these last expressions, the inequalities are meant in the sense of quadratic forms and

f := 1

|�(t)|
∫

�(t)

χb(x)dx = J − 1

J
+ f0

J
(48)

denotes the volume fraction of bubbles in the current configuration �(t). Clearly, in view of
(48), both variational approximations (46) and (47) describe non-Newtonian viscosities.

6 Sample Computational Results for Suspensions of Initially
Monodisperse Spherical Bubbles

As already stressed above, for general macroscopic deformation gradients F(t) and general
material constants μm, νm, ηm, the governing equations (12)–(13) defining the macroscopic
response (10)–(11) of the suspension can only be solved numerically. In this section, we
make use of the scheme introduced in [1] to generate solutions for the macroscopic response
of an elementary type of suspension, that of initially spherical bubbles of monodisperse size.
Notably, the scheme makes use of a conforming Crouzeix-Raviart FE discretization of space
and a high-order accurate explicit Runge-Kutta discretization of time. The combination of
these two types of discretizations results into a stable scheme that is capable of handling
finite deformations and the incompressibility constraint of the rubber for general loading
conditions, irrespectively of whether they are applied slowly, fast, or span a large time range.

Following a well-settled approach [16, 29–33], we idealize the suspension as a periodic
medium where the periodically repeated unit cell contains a random isotropic distribution

Fig. 3 Representative unit cell containing Nb = 30 randomly distributed initially spherical bubbles of
monodisperse size at volume fraction f0 = 0.15 and its FE discretization with approximately 100,000 el-
ements
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Fig. 4 Macroscopic response of suspensions of monodisperse spherical bubbles in a rubber matrix with ma-
terial constants νm = μm, τm = ηm/νm = 1 s for a uniaxial tension loading/unloading cycle at constant stretch
rate |Ḟ33| = 100 s−1. The results show the normalized stress S33/μm and the lateral stretch F11 as func-
tions of the applied stretch F33 for suspensions with initial volume fractions of bubbles: (a)–(b) f0 = 0.05,
(c)–(d) f0 = 0.15, and (e)–(f) f0 = 0.25. This and all subsequent figures include, for direct comparison, the
predictions generated by the proposed approximation (56)–(57)
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Fig. 5 Macroscopic response of a suspension of monodisperse spherical bubbles, with initial volume frac-
tion f0 = 0.25, in a rubber matrix, with material constants νm = μm, τm = ηm/νm = 1 s, for uniaxial
tension loading/unloading cycles at two different constant stretch rates. The results show the normalized
stress S33/μm and the lateral stretch F11 as functions of the applied stretch F33 for constant stretch rates:
(a)–(b) |Ḟ33| = 10−1 s−1 and (c)–(d) |Ḟ33| = 101 s−1

of a sufficiently large but finite number Nb of vacuous bubbles that approximates the actual
random isotropic suspension. For the problem of interest here, that number is Nb = 30.
Figure 3 shows a representative unit cell at volume fraction f0 = 0.15 alongside its FE
discretization with approximately 100,000 elements; save for a few exceptions, meshes of
this size were checked to yield converged solutions for all the cases that we examined. We do
not dwell any further on the computational details and refer the interested reader to Sects. 6
and 7 in [1] for those.

Before proceeding with the presentation of the results per se, a few comments are in or-
der. The selection of results included here correspond to a fairly broad spectrum of loading
conditions — uniaxial tension, equibiaxial tension, and hydrostatic tension — that involve
both macroscopic deformations that are nearly isochoric as well as macroscopic deforma-
tions where there are significant changes in volume. The time-dependence of the selected
applied loading conditions is such that the nonlinear viscous dissipation of the underlying
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Fig. 6 Macroscopic response of a suspension of monodisperse spherical bubbles, with initial volume fraction
f0 = 0.25, in a rubber matrix, with material constants νm = 10μm and τm = ηm/νm = 1 s, for a two-step
relaxation test in uniaxial tension where the stretch is increased at the same constant rate Ḟ33 = 100 s−1 for
the two loading steps. (a) The normalized stress-stretch relation. (b) The normalized stress-time relation

rubber matrix is fully probed between the asymptotic limits of slow and fast rates discussed
in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2. Moreover, the deformation range of the selected applied loadings con-
ditions is such that the nonlinear (equilibrium and non-equilibrium) elasticity of the rubber
is also fully probed.

Uniaxial Tension Figures 4 through 6 present results for various types of uniaxial ten-
sion loading conditions with F(t) = F11(t)(e1 ⊗ e1 + e2 ⊗ e2) + F33(t)e3 ⊗ e3 and S(t) =
S33(t)e3 ⊗ e3, where again {ei} i = 1,2,3 stands for the laboratory frame of reference and
F33(t) ≥ 1 is prescribed.

Specifically, Fig. 4 presents results for the stress S33/μm, normalized by the initial equi-
librium shear modulus μm of the underlying rubber matrix, and for the lateral stretch F11 as
functions of the applied stretch F33 for the case when F33 is first increased to F33 = 2 and
subsequently decreased back to F33 = 1 at the same constant stretch rate of |Ḟ33| = 100 s−1

for both the loading and the unloading branches. The results in Figs. 3(a)–(b) pertain to a
suspension with f0 = 0.05 volume fraction of bubbles, while those in Figs. 3(c)–(d) and
(e)–(f) correspond to suspensions with f0 = 0.15 and 0.25, respectively. Figure 5 presents
similar results for S33/μm and F11 as functions of F33 for a suspension with volume fraction
of bubbles f0 = 0.25 at two different constant stretch rates, |Ḟ33| = 10−1 and 101 s−1. All
the results in Figs. 4 and 5 pertain to suspensions wherein the rubber matrix has initial non-
equilibrium shear modulus νm = μm, initial relaxation time3 τm = 1 s, and hence viscosity
ηm = τmνm = μm s.

Figure 6 presents results for a two-step relaxation test, wherein F33 is first increased
to F33 = 1.50 at the constant stretch rate of |Ḟ33| = 100 s−1, then held fixed for a time of
t = 10 s, then increased to F33 = 2 at the same constant stretch rate of |Ḟ33| = 100 s−1, and
then held fixed again for the same amount of time t = 10 s. The results pertain to a sus-
pension with f0 = 0.25 volume fraction of bubbles wherein the rubber matrix has initial

3Here and subsequently, for notational simplicity and without loss in generality, we use s as the unit of time.
The choice of relaxation time τm = 1 s implies then that the time scale is normalized by the relaxation time
τm of the rubber matrix, whatever this may be.
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Fig. 7 Macroscopic response of a suspension of monodisperse spherical bubbles, with initial volume frac-
tion f0 = 0.25, in a rubber matrix, with material constants νm = μm, τm = ηm/νm = 1 s, for equibiaxial
tension loading/unloading cycles at two different constant stretch rates. The results show the normalized
stress S11/μm and the lateral stretch F33 as functions of the applied stretch F11 for constant stretch rates:
(a)–(b) |Ḟ11| = 10−1 s1 and (c)–(d) |Ḟ11| = 101 s−1

non-equilibrium shear modulus νm = 10μm, initial relaxation time τm = 1 s, and hence vis-
cosity ηm = τmνm = 10μm s. While Fig. 6(a) shows the stress-stretch relation, Fig. 6(b) shows
the corresponding stress-time relation.

Equibiaxial Tension Figures 7 and 8 present results entirely analogous to those of Figs. 5
and 6 for loading conditions of equibiaxial tension with F(t) = F11(t)(e1 ⊗ e1 + e2 ⊗ e2) +
F33(t)e3 ⊗ e3 and S(t) = S11(t)(e1 ⊗ e1 + e2 ⊗ e2), where F11(t) ≥ 1 is prescribed.

Hydrostatic Tension Finally, Figs. 9 and 10 present results analogous to those of Figs. 5 and
6 for loading conditions of hydrostatic tension with F(t) = λ(t)I and S(t) = S(t)I, where
λ(t) ≥ 1 is prescribed.

For direct comparison with the computational results for the suspensions (solid circles),
whenever possible (recall that the rubber matrix is incompressible), the plots in Figs. 4
through 10 include the corresponding results for the rubber matrix without bubbles (dashed
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Fig. 8 Macroscopic response of a suspension of monodisperse spherical bubbles, with initial volume fraction
f0 = 0.25, in a rubber matrix, with material constants νm = 10μm and τm = ηm/νm = 1 s, for a two-step
relaxation test in equibiaxial tension where the stretch is increased at the same constant rate Ḟ11 = 100 s1 for
the two loading steps. (a) The normalized stress-stretch relation. (b) The normalized stress-time relation

Fig. 9 Macroscopic response of a suspension of monodisperse spherical bubbles, with initial volume fraction
f0 = 0.25, in a rubber matrix, with material constants νm = μm, τm = ηm/νm = 1 s, for hydrostatic tension
loading/unloading cycles at two different constant stretch rates. The results show the normalized stress S/μm
as a function of the applied stretch λ for constant stretch rates: (a) |λ̇| = 10−1 s−1 and (b) |λ̇| = 101 s−1

lines). All the plots include as well the results based on the approximate solution (solid lines)
introduced in the next section.

The central observation from all of the above computational results is that the behavior
of the suspension is qualitatively similar to the short-range-memory behavior of the under-
lying rubber matrix. What is more, the results suggest that the effective viscosity of the
suspension is not constant, like that of the underlying rubber matrix, but rather a function of
the deformation history. The agreement shown by all the figures between the computational
results and the approximate solution described next provide quantitative evidence that this
may indeed be the case.
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Fig. 10 Macroscopic response of a suspension of monodisperse spherical bubbles, with initial volume frac-
tion f0 = 0.25, in a rubber matrix, with material constants νm = 10μm and τm = ηm/νm = 1 s, for a two-step
relaxation test in hydrostatic tension where the stretch is increased at the same constant rate λ̇ = 100 s−1 for
the two loading steps. (a) The normalized stress-stretch relation. (b) The normalized stress-time relation

7 An Approximate Solution

The asymptotic results presented in Sects. 3 through 5 together with the computational re-
sults presented in Sect. 6 suggest that the constitutive relation (10)–(11) that describes the
macroscopic viscoelastic response of the suspensions of interest in this work is of the same
functional form as that describing the underlying rubber matrix, with the distinctive differ-
ences that their effective elasticity is compressible and their effective viscosity is compress-
ible and nonlinear. Precisely, the results suggest that the macroscopic constitutive relation
(10)–(11) can be cast within the two-potential framework as

S(t) = ∂�

∂F
(F,Fv) with evolution equation

⎧⎨
⎩

∂�

∂Fv
(F,Fv) + ∂�

∂Ḟ
v (F,Fv, Ḟ

v
) = 0

Fv(0) = I
(49)

in terms of an effective free energy of the form

�(F,Fv) = �Eq(F) + Jv�NEq
(
FFv−1

,Fv
)

(50)

and an effective dissipation potential of the form

�(F,Fv, Ḟ
v
) = 1

2
Ḟ

v
Fv−1 · [JvM(F,Fv)Ḟ

v
Fv−1] with M = 2mK(F,Fv)K+ 3mJ (F,Fv)J ,

(51)

where Fv is the macroscopic internal variable of state that describes roughly the “viscous
part” of the macroscopic deformation gradient F,

Jv = det Fv,

�Eq and �NEq are the effective stored-energy functions that characterize, respectively, the
elastic energy storage in the given suspension at states of thermodynamic equilibrium
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and the additional elastic energy storage at non-equilibrium states, while mK(F,Fv) and
mJ (F,Fv) characterize its effective nonlinear deviatoric and volumetric viscosity.

7.1 Approximation of the Effective Free-Energy Functions �Eq and �NEq

In particular, the results in Sects. 3 and 4 suggest that �Eq and �NEq correspond to the
free-energy functions that describe the homogenized elastic responses of two different sus-
pensions of vacuous bubbles in two different Gaussian rubber matrices. More specifically,
they suggest that the former corresponds to the given suspension, with initial characteris-
tic function θb, in a Gaussian rubber matrix with initial shear modulus μm, while the latter
corresponds to a suspension with a different characteristic function χv

b , the one that results
from subjecting the initial suspension to a macroscopic deformation gradient Fv , in a dif-
ferent Gaussian rubber matrix with initial shear modulus νm. As already noted at the end
of Sect. 4.1, accurate explicit approximations for these effective free-energy functions have
been recently introduced in [16]. They read

�Eq(F) = 3(1 − f0)

2(3 + 2f0)
μm [ I1 − 3]+

3μm

2J1/3

[
2J − 1 − (1 − f0)J1/3

(
3J2/3 + 2f0

)
3 + 2f0

− f
1/3
0 J1/3 (2J + f0 − 2)

(J − 1 + f0)
1/3

]
(52)

and

�NEq
(
FFv−1

,Fv
) = 3(1 − f v)

2(3 + 2f v)
νm

[
Ie1 − 3

] + 3νm

2Je1/3

[
2Je − 1−

(1 − f v)Je1/3
(
3Je2/3 + 2f v

)
3 + 2f v

− f v1/3Je1/3 (2Je + f v − 2)

(Je − 1 + f v)1/3

]
, (53)

where

I1 = F · F = tr C, J = det F = √
det C,

Ie1 = FFv−1 · FFv−1 = tr
(
CCv−1)

, Je = det
(
FFv−1) = J

Jv
=

√
det C√
det Cv

,

and

f v = Jv − 1

Jv
+ f0

Jv

with C = FT F and Cv = FvT Fv .

7.2 Approximation of the Effective Viscosities mK and mJ

Moreover, initially at time t = 0, when F(0) = Fv(0) = I and the microstructure of the given
suspension is described by the characteristic function θb, the asymptotic result in Sect. 3
indicates that the effective viscosities take the values mK(I, I) = ηK and mJ (I, I) = ηJ ,
where we recall that the effective material constants ηK and ηJ are given by expressions
(29). As the suspension is finitely deformed and the characteristic function of the bubbles
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evolves to χb, the asymptotic result in Sect. 5 indicates furthermore that the viscosities
mK and mJ may not remain constant at (29) but that, instead, may be functions of the
deformation history.

Direct comparisons with a wide spectrum of computational results, a representative sam-
ple of which have been presented in Sect. 6 above, reveal that the HS variational result
(47)2 evaluated at a volume fraction of bubbles f v , corresponding to the microstructure that
results from deforming the initial suspension by the “viscous part” Fv of the macroscopic
deformation gradient F, provides a simple yet fairly accurate approximation for the effective
deviatoric viscosity mK. With some abuse of notation, we thus set

mK(F,Fv) = mK(Jv) = 3(1 − f v)

3 + 2f v
ηm = 3(1 − f0)

5Jv − 2(1 − f0)
ηm. (54)

On the other hand, the analysis presented separately in the Appendix to avoid loss of conti-
nuity, has revealed that, again with some abuse of notation, the formula

mJ (F,Fv) = mJ (J, Jv) = 20J4/3 (J + f0 − 1)4/3

�(J, Jv)
×

(
Jv (J − 2Jv − f0 + 1)

(Jv + f0 − 1)2/3 (J + f0 − 1)1/3 + 2Jv4/3

J1/3
− Jv1/3J2/3

)
×

(
Jv2/3J4/3 (Jv + J + 2f0 − 2)

(Jv + f0 − 1)1/3 − (Jv + f0 − 1)
1/3

(J + f0 − 1)4/3 (Jv + J)

)
ηm

(55)

with

�(J, Jv) = Jv2/3J8/3
[
3(1 − f0)

3 − (1 − f0)
2 (41Jv − 32J) +

(1 − f0)
(
36JvJ + 23Jv2 − 50J2

) − 8Jv2J − 10JvJ2 − 5Jv3 + 20J3
]+

Jv1/3
(Jv + f0 − 1)1/3 (J + f0 − 1)8/3

(
8Jv2J + 10JvJ2 + 5Jv3 − 20J3

)

describes fairly accurately the effective volumetric viscosity mJ of all the suspensions that
we have examined. We should emphasize that the choices (54) and (55) are just two plausible
approximations for the effective deviatoric and volumetric viscosities of the suspensions
that are indeed consistent with all the asymptotic and computational results presented in the
preceding sections. More refined approximations are certainly within reach, but we favor
(54) and (55) in this first work for their explicit form and theoretical underpinnings.

7.3 The Proposed Approximate Homogenization Solution

Use of the approximations (52)–(55) in the effective free-energy function (50) and the ef-
fective dissipation potential (51), and of these in relation (49), leads to the approximation
for the macroscopic constitutive relation

S(t) = 3(1 − f0)

3 + 2f0
μm F + 3(1 − f0)Jv

5Jv + 2f0 − 2
νm FCv−1+

μm

2

[
3 + 6J + 2f0(1 + 7J)

(3 + 2f0)J1/3
+ f

1/3
0 J(4 − 5f0 − 4J)

(J + f0 − 1)4/3

]
F−T +
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νmJv

2

[
J2/3

Jv2/3

(
7 + Jv

J
− 15Jv

5Jv + 2f0 − 2

)
−

J(Jv + f0 − 1)1/3(Jv + 4J + 5f0 − 5)

(J + f0 − 1)4/3Jv

]
F−T , (56)

where Cv is defined by the evolution equation
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ċ
v
(t) = νm

ηm
C + 2νm

3ηm

[
ηm

mJ (J, Jv)

(
2Jv − J

J1/3Jv2/3 + J − 2Jv − f0 + 1

(J + f0 − 1)1/3(Jv + f0 − 1)2/3
−

3J2/3(1 − f0)(5Jv − f0 + 1)

Jv2/3(5Jv + 2f0 − 2)2

)
+

(
(1 − f0)(5Jv − f0 + 1) ηm

(5Jv + 2f0 − 2)2 mJ (J, Jv)
− 1

2

)
C · Cv−1

]
Cv

Cv(0) = I.
(57)

Exactly as its local counterpart (8), the dependence on the macroscopic internal variable Fv

enters (56) and (57) only through the symmetric combination Cv = FvT Fv . In the sequel, we
spell out a number of pertinent remarks.

Remark 5 (The limit of small deformations) In the limit of small deformations as ||F(t) −
I|| = ||H(t)|| → 0, following a calculation akin to that detailed in Sect. 3, it is straightfor-
ward to show that the macroscopic response (56)–(57) reduces asymptotically to

S(t) = 2μHS

[
ε − 1

3
tr(ε) I

]
+ κHS tr(ε) I + 2νHS

[
ε − εv − 1

3
tr(ε − εv) I

]
+

�HS tr(ε − εv) I + O
(||H||2) ,

where ε = 1/2(H + HT ), εv = 1/2(Fv + FvT − 2I) is solution of the evolution equation

{
ε̇v(t) = νm

ηm
(ε − εv)

εv(0) = 0,

and where we recall that the effective material constants μHS , κHS , νHS , �HS stand for the
HS material constants (26). That is, the macroscopic response (56)–(57) reduces to the exact
solution (27)–(28) for the case of isotropic suspensions with the iterative microstructure
introduced in [13, 14]. As already pointed out in Remark 2, while not exact, it is therefore
also very accurate for suspensions containing equiaxed vacuous bubbles at large.

Remark 6 (Finite deformations applied infinitesimally slowly and “infinitely” fast) In the
limit of finite deformations that are applied either infinitesimally slowly or “infinitely” fast,
following analogous steps to those outlined in Sect. 4, it is straightforward to show that the
macroscopic response (56)–(57) reduces to (33) and (38), respectively. Again, these results
are not exact in general, but they are very accurate for arbitrary deformations.

Remark 7 (The absence of storage of elastic energy) In the limit as μm = 0 and νm → +∞,
when the underlying rubber matrix degenerates into a Newtonian fluid, a calculation akin
to that presented in Sect. 5 shows that the macroscopic response (56)–(57), when written in
terms of the macroscopic Cauchy stress T = J−1SFT , specializes to

T(t) = 2ηHS
K D +

(
ηHS
J − 2

3
ηHS
K

)
tr(D) I, (58)
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where, again, D = 1
2 (ḞF−1 + F−T Ḟ

T
) and the effective material functions ηHS

K , ηHS
J are

given by the expressions (26). The constitutive response (58) is that of a compressible non-
Newtonian fluid with deformation-dependent HS deviatoric viscosity ηHS

K and HS volumet-
ric viscosity ηHS

J . While the result (58) does not reduce to exact solution (43) in general, it
does provide an accurate approximation for loading conditions along which the deformed
bubbles remain isotropically distributed.

Remark 8 (Accuracy) By construction, as noted in the preceding three remarks, the pro-
posed approximate macroscopic response (56)–(57) is either exact or very accurate for a
broad spectrum of limiting loading and material-parameters regimes. Comparisons with a
wide range of computational results, including those presented in Sect. 6 above, suggest that
(56)–(57) remains accurate for arbitrary finite deformations, loading conditions, material
constants μm, νm, ηm describing the viscoelastic behavior of the underlying rubber matrix,
and characteristic functions θb describing the initial isotropic microstructure of the equiaxed
bubbles.

8 Final Comments

Since the pioneering work of Sanchez-Palencia [22], Francfort and Suquet [23], and Suquet
[7] in the 1980s, it is well known that even viscoelastic composite materials comprising con-
stituents with the simplest types of short-range-memory (or narrow-spectrum) behaviors, af-
ter homogenization, turn out in general to feature long-range-memory (or broad-spectrum)
behaviors.4 As noted by Ghosh et al. in [1], a special class of composite materials for which
this daunting general rule does not apply are linear viscoelastic materials with a single mech-
anism of short-range relaxation. Indeed, after homogenization, such materials feature the
same type of short-range-memory behavior as the local constituents. For convenience, we
recall the demonstration here.

Consider, for direct comparison with the present work, an isotropic linear viscoelastic
composite material characterized by the constitutive relation

S(X, t) =
∫ t

−∞
L(X, t − τ)

∂H
∂τ

(X, τ )dτ with

L(X, t) = 2μ(X)f (t)K+ 3κ(X)f (t)J ,

where, consistent with the notation employed in Sect. 3 above, L(X, t) stands for the point-
wise isotropic relaxation function. Although arbitrarily heterogeneous in space, this consti-
tutive relation has a single mechanism of relaxation in time characterized by the function
f (t). Its Laplace transform is given by Ŝ(X, s) = sf̂ (s) [2μ(X)K+ 3κ(X)J ] Ĥ(X, s). On
substitution of this result in the governing equation Div Ŝ(X, s) = 0, it is plain that the s-
dependent term sf̂ (s) can be factored out and hence that the governing equation reduces to
Div[(2μ(X)K + 3κ(X)J )Ĥ(X, s)] = 0. It immediately follows that the resulting homoge-
nized response (see Sect. 3) is given by a formula of the form

S(t) =
∫ t

−∞
L(t − τ)

∂H

∂τ
(τ )dτ with L(t) = 2μ̃f (t)K+ 3̃κf (t)J

4Precisely, by “short-range-memory” we mean viscoelastic behaviors that can be written in terms of a single
internal variable, possibly tensorial, that is solution of a first-order ordinary differential equation in time. On
the other hand, by “long-range-memory” we mean viscoelastic behaviors that are described by hereditary
integrals which cannot be reduced to a single first-order ordinary differential equation.
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and hence that it features the same single mechanism of relaxation as the local constituents.
Ergo, when the single mechanism of relaxation of the local constituents is of short-range
memory, the resulting homogenized behavior is also of short-range memory.

The above demonstration makes critical use of the Laplace transform and hence it applies
only to linear viscoelastic composite materials. However, based on asymptotic and compu-
tational results for suspensions of rigid inclusions in rubber, Ghosh et al. [1] also conjectured
that viscoelastic composite materials featuring a single mechanism of short-range relaxation,
after homogenization, will continue to exhibit a single mechanism of short-range relaxation
even when these are nonlinear and finitely deformed. In other words, the macroscopic re-
sponse of such composite materials can be written in terms of a single macroscopic internal
variable that is solution of a first-order ordinary differential equation in time.

The results presented throughout this work for suspensions of vacuous bubbles in rubber
— a nonlinear and highly deformable material system with the shear relaxation of the under-
lying rubber matrix as its sole mechanism of relaxation — appear to be entirely consistent
with the conjecture of Ghosh et al. [1].

We close by making explicit mention of two physically relevant generalizations of the
present elementary study that merit future consideration. The first one has to do with ac-
counting for non-Gaussian elasticity and nonlinear viscosity of the underlying rubber ma-
trix. By now it is indeed well known from statistical mechanics and experiments alike that at
sufficiently large deformations and deformation rates the elasticity of rubber is non-Gaussian
and that its viscosity is nonlinear [34–40]. The second generalization involves accounting
for the presence of both an internal pressure within the bubbles and of surface tension at
the bubbles/rubber interfaces. By now it is also well established that even an internal bub-
ble pressure as low as atmospheric pressure can have a significant effect on the response of
suspensions of bubbles in soft rubbers [41, 42]. Equally well established is the fact that the
presence of surface tension can become dominant for very small bubbles [43, 44]. These
generalizations are expected to provide us with powerful tools to quantitatively understand
a wide spectrum of phenomena, ranging from the effects of the undesirable presence of bub-
bles in many elastomers and elastomeric composites due to their fabrication process [48],
to the response of seals in high-pressure gas tanks upon rapid decompression [49], to the
hysteretic behavior of elastomeric syntactic foams [50].

Appendix: The Effective Volumetric Viscosity (55)

Assuming that the homogenized response (49) of the suspension depends on the macro-
scopic internal variable Fv only through its symmetric combination Cv = FvT Fv as does its
local counterpart (8), it follows from material frame indifference and material symmetry that
the effective volumetric viscosity mJ (F,Fv) admits the representation [45]

mJ (F,Fv) = mJ (I1, I2, I3, Iv1 , Iv2 , Iv3 , Iv4 , Iv5 , Iv6 , Iv7 ) (59)

in terms of the ten standard invariants

I1 = tr C, I2 = tr C2, I3 = tr C3, Iv1 = tr Cv, Iv2 = tr Cv2,

Iv3 = tr Cv3, Iv4 = tr (CCv) , Iv5 = tr
(
C2Cv

)
, Iv6 = tr

(
CCv2) , Iv7 = tr

(
C2Cv2) (60)

of the macroscopic right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C and Cv ; in order to keep the
notational complexity to a minimum, since there is little risk of confusion, we make use of
the same symbol mJ for functions of different arguments.
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In principle, the precise form of (59) in terms of the ten invariants (60) can be deduced
by generating computational results for the macroscopic response of the suspension of in-
terest under suitable loading conditions that vary one of the ten invariants (60) at a time
while keeping the other nine fixed and then having the proposed approximate macroscopic
response (49) match those results thereby determining the corresponding effective volumet-
ric viscosity (59). However, since the asymptotic and computational results in the main body
of the text suggest that the nonlinearity of the effective volumetric viscosity mJ is domi-
nated by the change in volume of the bubbles, as opposed to by their change is shape, we

adopt a more pragmatic approach here and choose J = det F =
√

(I3
1 − 3I1I2 + 2I3)/6 and

Jv = det Fv =
√

(Iv1
3 − 3Iv1 Iv2 + 2Iv3 )/6 as the sole two combinations of invariants (60) that

mJ depends on. Accordingly, we write

mJ (F,Fv) = mJ (J, Jv). (61)

Now, in order to deduce the precise form of (61), we consider the macroscopic response
of a representative suspension under hydrostatic loading conditions wherein J and Jv are
varied independently and then have the proposed approximate macroscopic response (56)
with (57) match that result thereby determining the value of the effective viscosity mJ (J, Jv)

as a function of its arguments. Precisely, consistent with the analogous result in elasticity
(see Sects. 2.2 and 4 in [16]), we consider a suspension of bubbles with the so-called hollow-
sphere-assemblage (HSA) microstructure [46]. As for the specific type of hydrostatic load-
ing, we consider applied isotropic macroscopic deformation gradients of the form

F(t) = J1/3
0 I +H(t)

(
J1/3

1 − J1/3
0

)
I, (62)

where H(t) stands for the Heaviside function (35); this is a generalization of the loading
(34) considered in Sect. 4.2 in that a macroscopic deformation gradient F1 = J1/3

1 I is ap-
plied infinitely fast starting from a state in equilibrium that is not necessarily undeformed
but rather described by the macroscopic deformation gradient F0 = J1/3

0 I. The macroscopic
response of a suspension with the HSA microstructure under this type of loading condition
can be worked out explicitly in the asymptotic limit as t → 0+ from the analysis put forth
in [47]. The result reads SHSA(t) = PHSA(t)I with

PHSA(t) =
(

4J1 + 1

2J2/3
1

− f
1/3
0 J2/3

1 (4J1 − 4 + 5f0)

2(J1 + f0 − 1)4/3

)
μm

+
(

J0
1/3(4J1 + J0)

2J2/3
1

− J2/3
1 (J0 + f0 − 1)1/3(4J1 + J0 + 5f0 − 5)

2(J1 + f0 − 1)4/3

)
νm

+
[

20J3
1 − 10J2

1 J0 − 8J1J0
2 − 5J0

3

J8/3
1 J0

1/3
− 1

(J1 + f0 − 1)8/3(J0 + f0 − 1)1/3

× (
3(1 − f0)

3 − (1 − f0)
2(41J0 − 32J1) + (1 − f0)

(−50J2
1 + 36J1J0 + 23J0

2
)

+ 20J3
1 − 10J2

1 J0 − 8J1J0
2 − 5J0

3
)]J2/3

1 ν2
m

30ηm
t + O(t2). (63)
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Under the loading condition (62), the approximate macroscopic response (56)–(57) can also
be written explicitly in the asymptotic limit as t → 0+. The result reads S(t) = P(t)I with

P(t) =
(

4J1 + 1

2J2/3
1

− f
1/3
0 J2/3

1 (4J1 − 4 + 5f0)

2(J1 + f0 − 1)4/3

)
μm

+
(

J1/3
0 (4J1 + J0)

2J2/3
1

− J2/3
1 (J0 + f0 − 1)1/3(4J1 + J0 + 5f0 − 5)

2(J1 + f0 − 1)4/3

)
νm

−
(

J1 + J0

J2/3
1 J2/3

0

− J2/3
1 (J1 + J0 + 2f0 − 2)

(J1 + f0 − 1)4/3(J0 + f0 − 1)2/3

)

×
(

J1/3
0 (J1 − 2J0)

J1/3
1

− J0(J1 − 2J0 − f0 + 1)

(J1 + f0 − 1)1/3(J0 + f0 − 1)2/3

)
2ν2

m

3mJ (J1, J0)
t

+ O(t2). (64)

Matching (64) to (63) and exploiting the arbitrariness of J0 and J1 yields the effective volu-
metric viscosity (55).
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